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Chapter 671 

 “It’s okay, indeed, beautiful women always hang out together. Ms. Cameron and her best friends are all 

very beautiful, making it hard to look away.” 

Briana Cameron touched her earring, her smile deepening a bit more. 

“Which one of us two caught your eye more?” 

This was a deadly problem. 

Michael paused for a moment, then laughed and said, “Ms. Cameron is a reserved beauty, like a budding 

lotus, calm and elegant. Ms. 

Remington, on the other hand, is like a passionate rose, wild and fiery, a beauty with an aggressive 

edge.” 

Briana Cameron didn’t press further, instead she raised an eyebrow and said, “I heard that Mr. Marsh 

started his own company when he was studying abroad. Indeed, businessmen are usually good at 

talking.” 

Michael chuckled, “It was just good luck.” 

For Michael, Briana Cameron did have a bit of a soft spot. Compared to Katherine, who was rotten to 

the core, Michael at least seemed like a normal person for now. 

Because Michael was good at making conversation, the meal turned out to be quite relaxed and 

enjoyable. 

When they left, they exchanged Line contacts and agreed to meet again 

next time. 

After saying goodbye to Michael and leaving, as soon as the two of 

them got in the car, Astrid whispered. “Briana, Michael is not simple.” 

Even with the help of the Marsh family, the ability of the person who managed to get the company into 

the top 500 in the world in a short period of time should not be underestimated. 

Briana Cameron nodded, “Yeah, I know.” 

Michael was cunning and calculating. Such a person could be a friend, but as a lover, it was easy to be 

manipulated. It was hard to tell which of his words were true and which were false. 

“If you were thinking of dealing with Katherine, I think you’d better find another way. If you were to use 

Michael, I’m afraid it wouldn’t end well.” 

After a moment of silence, Briana Cameron slowly said, “I understand, I will think it over carefully.” 

When she got home, Gemma was binge-watching a show. Seeing Briana Cameron, she immediately put 

down her pad, “How was your blind date today?” 
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Generally, I was not interested in him. 

Surprise flashed in Gemma’s eyes, “Really? Mrs. Marsh just called me, she said Michael was very 

satisfied with you and wanted to get in touch with you further.” 

Briana Cameron frowned, “I feel we’re not a good match, he’s too deep in thought. Being with such a 

person can be exhausting.” 

-Seeing that she really didn’t like it, Gemma said, “Alright, I’ll find an 

opportunity to refuse Mrs. Marsh.” 

“Good.” 

“Since you didn’t like it. Mr. Marsh, I have many alternatives here. You can pick one and we can 

continue tomorrow.” 

Briana Cameron: “, 

Seeing her reluctance, Gemma continued, “Don’t forget what you promised me before you went back to 

your country?” 

With a sense of helplessness, Briana Cameron walked over and sat down next to Gemma, starting to 

look at the photos on her phone, casually selecting one that was more pleasing to the eye. 

Gemma couldn’t help but laugh. “True to my daughter, she picked the most handsome one. This is 

Hector, the heir of the Baldwin family. He used to be a star, even an Oscar winner!” 

Briana Cameron managed a nod. “Let it be him then, he’s the most pleasing to my eyes so far.” 

“Alright, I’ll arrange it right away, we can meet tomorrow!” 

“Couldn’t you just let me rest? I just got back from abroad, and I have to start work in a couple of days! 

Mom, look at me, I’ve lost weight from exhaustion, don’t you feel sorry for me?” 

“I originally planned for you to meet six a day, now you must be secretly happy to only meet one a day.” 

Briana Cameron was at a loss for words, she shouldn’t have spoken. 

The Baldwin family, study room. 

“Hector, I arranged for you to meet with the heiress of the Cameron family, you must seize this 

opportunity.” 

In recent years, under Hector’s management, the Baldwin family had become the leader of the eight 

major families. Hector had also 

transformed from a movie star to a business legend. 

Hector was reading a document when he heard the words and said. impatiently, “I have no intention of 

going on a blind date.” 

“You’re not planning on going on a blind date, are you still thinking about Briana? Wake up, she’s been 

dead for three years!” 



Chapter 672 

Hector’s face suddenly turned incredibly ugly, and his gaze at Albert was also extremely cold. 

“I knew, you didn’t have to remind me of this fact over and over again.” 

A flash of anger passed through Albert’s eyes, “I’m doing this for your own good! Are you planning to 

never get married or have children in your lifetime?!” 

Hector sneered, “In your eyes, I’m not your son at all, just a tool for continuing the Baldwin family line, a 

tool for managing the Baldwin Group, right?” 

Albert’s face stiffened, he said coldly, “Hector, wasn’t everything I did for you? How could I possibly let 

you take charge of the Baldwin Group if it weren’t for the fact that you are my son!” 

“Yeah, but most importantly, you couldn’t conceive anymore, otherwise you wouldn’t have put all your 

bets on me, right?” 

“You!” 

Seeing Albert’s furious expression, Hector said coldly, “I will attend the blind date tomorrow, for no 

other reason than that the Baldwin Group cannot afford to offend the Cameron family right now. 

However, if you ever arrange such a blind date for me again, I won’t mind introducing a few marriage 

candidates to your precious daughter!” 

Albert looked as if he had been suddenly hit with a blunt object, his 

filled with disbelief and shock. 

eyes 

 “You dare!” 

Although he had no intention of handing over the Baldwin Group to Freda Baldwin, Freda was, after all, 

his pampered daughter. Towards her, Albert did have some genuine father-daughter affection. 

There was not a trace of fear in Hector’s eyes as he said, word by word, “You think I wouldn’t dare? 

Based solely on what they’ve done to me in the past, it wouldn’t be too much even if I drove them out 

of the Baldwin family.” 

After speaking. Hector immediately stood up and left. 

Albert gripped the armrests of his wheelchair tightly, his heart filled with anger. If it weren’t for the 

Baldwin family’s current reliance on Hector, he would have driven Hector out long ago! 

But thinking of Freda’s complete inability to maintain the Baldwin family’s property, Albert suddenly felt 

a wave of helplessness in his heart. 

After leaving the Baldwin family, Hector went straight back to his villa 

in Haseton. 
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The decoration of his villa was still identical to the one in Bridenville. Only in this way, every time he 

returned here, would he have a feeling that Briana was still alive. 

It turned out that she had been gone for three years already, surprisingly such a long time had passed. 

The next day, after Hector finished work, he drove straight to the place where the two were set to meet 

for their blind date. 

On the way there, he had already decided that once he met Ms. Cameron, he would act a bit odd, so 

that Ms. Cameron would naturally lose all interest in him. 

Arriving at the place agreed upon by the two, Hector saw a woman with her back to him, dressed in a 

beige sundress, her long hair slightly curled. He took a deep breath and sat down in front of her. 

“Ms. Cameron, I felt that I was not very compatible with you…” 

Before he could finish his sentence, he froze upon seeing the other person’s face, his eyes filled with 

disbelief and surprise. 

“You… Briana, you’re not dead?!” 

Briana Cameron looked at him with a puzzled expression, frowning, “Do we know each other?” 

This time, the person Gemma introduced to her wouldn’t be someone with a mental problem, would it? 

When he had just sat down, it was clear that he was about to say they were not suitable for each other. 

She was also prepared to leave after finishing her cup of coffee. Unexpectedly, he suddenly looked at 

her with an excited expression. 

“You…you don’t recognize me?” Hector’s face was filled with sadness and heartbreak, his gaze at Briana 

Cameron also full of confusion. 

Briana Cameron raised an eyebrow, “Should I know you? Mr. Baldwin, if I’m not mistaken, today is our 

first meeting, isn’t it?” 

“Did you lose your memory?” 

After some contemplation, Hector believed this was the most probable 

answer. 

Briana Cameron couldn’t help but laugh, setting down her coffee, “Mr. Baldwin, you really have a sense 

of humor. I don’t have amnesia, I even remember clearly where I went to elementary school.” 

Hector was stunned. Wasn’t the person in front of him Briana?! 

But could there really be people in the world who looked so similar? 

Chapter 673 

Briana Cameron took a sip of coffee, slowly saying, “But I am indeed Briana. Did Mr. Baldwin investigate 

me in advance?” 
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Hector frowned, it couldn’t possibly be such a coincidence in this world, the person in front of him must 

be Briana. 

“I used to be an actor, and you were my agent, seven years ago. Have you forgotten all of this?!” 

Briana Cameron frowned, her voice dropping a few notches, “Mr. Baldwin, I was only nineteen seven 

years ago, how could I possibly have been your agent? Even if you’re trying to curry favor, you should at 

least come up with a better excuse.” 

Seeing a hint of impatience flash in Briana Cameron’s eyes, a pang of pain passed through Hector’s 

heart. 

She really had forgotten, those memories from the past. 

However, why she lost her memory and how she became Miss of the Cameron family, this matter 

needed to be thoroughly investigated. 

He forced a smile and slowly said, “I’m sorry, I must have mistaken… My friend, she passed away three 

years ago… Ms. Cameron looks a bit like her, so I thought Ms. Cameron was her.” 

The displeasure in Briana Cameron’s eyes became increasingly apparent. No one wants to resemble 

someone who has passed away. 

She stood up abruptly, her voice cold. “It seems Mr. Baldwin is quite dissatisfied with today’s blind date. 

So be it. I will tell my parents that we don’t feel anything for each other when I get home. Goodbye.” 

Hector quickly stopped her, “No… I am very satisfied with you, Ms. Cameron, I fell in love with you at 

first sight.” 

Briana Cameron laughed in disbelief, her expression turning icy cold. “Hector, are you treating me as a 

substitute for your deceased friend? If I’m not mistaken, you must have had feelings for that friend of 

yours who passed away, right?” 

Hector’s expression was indifferent, “Ms. Cameron, I didn’t see you as a substitute for anyone. I simply 

liked you, nothing more.” 

“But I didn’t like you.” 

She was about to turn around and leave when a cold voice sounded 

behind them. 

“Mr. Baldwin, long time no see, I hope all has been well.” 

Hector and Briana Cameron turned their heads at the same time, only to see a tall figure approaching 

them, his face full of icy aloofness. 

Upon seeing Maxim, a sudden heaviness filled Hector’s heart. He deliberately moved two steps to the 

side, blocking Briana Cameron. 

“Mr. Yoder, our relationship isn’t the kind where we can reminisce about the past, is it?” 



Three years ago, upon learning of Briana’s death, Hector immediately rushed to Bridenville and had a 

fight with Maxim. 

From that day on, he swore that he would make Maxim pay for this. 

He had worked hard for so many years, and now the Baldwin Group was ahead of the Yoder Group in all 

aspects. However, he was also very clear that if he did not continue to push the Baldwin Group forward, 

the Yoder Group would soon surpass the Baldwin Group. 

A hint of a smile tugged at the corners of Maxim’s mouth, but it didn’t reach his eyes, which were cold 

as ice. 

“Mr. Baldwin, the Yoder Group is also interested in the recent project at Shallow Bay. Could Mr. Baldwin 

consider stepping back 

voluntarily?” 

Hector’s gaze was icy cold, he said word by word, “Impossible, after knowing that the Yoder Group also 

wanted this project, I was determined to get it.” 

Maxim chuckled lightly, “Then I’ll wait and see, hoping that the Baldwin Group really could defeat the 

Yoder Group.” 

After speaking, his gaze lingered for a second on the skirt that appeared behind Hector, then he turned 

around and left immediately. 

Stepping out of the restaurant, Maxim said coldly, “Find out immediately who the woman was that 

dined here with Hector today.” 

The person who could make Hector so nervous must have been important to him. 

As long as there were things that mattered in the heart, there would be vulnerabilities. 

And he, was determined to firmly grasp Hector’s weak spot! 

Watching Maxim’s figure disappear at the restaurant entrance, Hector finally breathed a sigh of relief, 

turning his head to look at Briana Cameron, his eyes filled with apology. 

“Ms. Cameron, I’m sorry, that man earlier was the boss of the Baldwin Group’s rival company. I hope he 

didn’t frighten you?” 

A flash of surprise crossed Briana Cameron’s eyes as she laughed and said, “Was that man just now 

Maxim, the president of the Yoder 

Chapter 674 

Seeing her calm demeanor, her eyes filled with nothing but curiosity, and her composed expression 

when mentioning Maxim, Hector finally believed that she truly had amnesia. 

“Hmm, were you very curious about him?” 
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Briana Cameron chuckled lightly, irritably saying. “He previously held a celebration at a hotel under the 

Cameron Group, which ended up attracting a revenge-seeker who planted bombs in and around the 

hotel. This damaged the reputation of the Cameron Group, and I plan to seek compensation from him.” 

Upon hearing this. Hector’s heart sank. If Briana met with Maxim, there was a chance that Maxim might 

beat him to the punch, especially since Briana had genuinely liked Maxim before. 

“Leave the matters of the mall to the Cameron Group, Mr. Yoder is not sociable. If you go to him like 

this, you might offend him.” 

Briana Cameron pondered for a few seconds, then nodded, saying, “You do have a point.” 

“Ms. Cameron, I was really interested in you, could we talk a bit 

more?” 

Briana Cameron laughed and declined directly, “I’m sorry, Mr Baldwin, you’re not my type. It’s better we 

don’t waste each other’s time.” 

“What type did you like?” 

Seeing Hector’s serious expression, as if he would follow whatever 

type she mentioned, surprise flashed in Briana Cameron’s eyes. 

However, thinking of what Hector had just said about her resembling his deceased friend, Briana 

Cameron firmly shook her head, “No, I don’t like someone who has someone else in their heart.” 

A flash of loss passed through Hector’s eyes, but a smile quickly returned to his face. 

“Ms. Cameron, I will show you my sincerity. I truly like you and genuinely want to pursue you.” 

Briana Cameron didn’t bother with him anymore, she turned around and left directly. 

Although she knew she was beautiful, she was also very self-aware. If she hadn’t just noticed that she 

looked like his deceased friend, he might have already left by now. 

As for being a substitute for other women, she had no interest, nor did she have that kind of fetish. 

Her future husband could only love her wholeheartedly. If he had someone else in his heart, she would 

rather not have such a man. 

Upon returning home, Gemma immediately asked her how her blind date went today. 

Briana Cameron sighed, “Mom, don’t introduce me to anyone in the future, I’ll find a boyfriend myself.” 

Gemma frowned, “What’s wrong? Was there a problem with today’s -blind date?” 

“He held a white moonlight in his heart, how could I marry such a man?” 

“Isn’t he just a moonlight? You are my daughter, is there a man in this world that you can’t win over?” 



Seeing Gemma’s proud face, Briana Cameron couldn’t help but say, “Then I’m not interested in such 

men either. I’m so beautiful, men should be head over heels for me, not me competing with his 

moonlight in his heart for his affection.” 

“But you said last year that you were going to find a boyfriend yourself, and I haven’t seen anything till 

now. None of you five siblings. are dating, are you deliberately trying to drive me crazy?!” 

Briana Cameron couldn’t help but feel overwhelmed, she quickly said, “You should introduce her to my 

eldest brother first, he hasn’t even dated yet. I’m the youngest one, what’s the rush for me!” 

Afraid that Gemma would start crying again, Briana Cameron quickly went upstairs after she finished 

speaking. 

Returning to her room, she couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief, lying on the bed to rest for a while. 

On the other side, Maxim also got the information of Briana Cameron. 

“Mr. Yoder, the woman with Mr. Baldwin today was Briana Cameron, the youngest daughter of the 

Cameron family. I heard that both families introduced them for a blind date.” 

Maxim’s hand paused in flipping through the documents, he suddenly looked up, “You said her name is 

Briana Cameron!?” 

Rayan nodded, “Hmm, this Ms. Cameron has been mysterious since she was a child. Few people have 

seen her, so I couldn’t find a photo.” 

Maxim’s expression suddenly became excited, “Check immediately! We must get a picture of Briana 

Cameron!” 

After a moment of hesitation, Rayan still spoke up, “Mr. Yoder, this 

Ms. Cameron, she shouldn’t be Ms. Schneider. Ms. Cameron’s resume is very complete from her 

childhood…” 

Chapter 675 

 “I only believed in photos!” 

Helpless, Rayan could only nod and say, “I understand, I’ll have someone look into it right away!” 

Maxim stared intently at the name Briana Cameron, his accelerated heartbeat refusing to calm down. 

He had a premonition, Briana Cameron was indeed Briana! The person in the video that day was Briana, 

he hadn’t been mistaken! 

But if Briana hadn’t died, how could she suddenly become the youngest daughter of the Cameron 

family? 

Originally, Maxim didn’t want to have any involvement with the Cameron family, but if Briana Cameron 

really was Briana, he had to take her away! 

Just returned to the villa, I saw Kiley standing at the villa’s entrance with a lunch box. 
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A flash of disgust passed through Maxim’s eyes. After getting out of the car, he completely ignored Kiley, 

walked to the door, and went in. 

“Maxim……” 

Kiley caught up, looking at Maxim with eyes full of sadness and 

sorrow. 

Maxim casually tossed his suit jacket onto the sofa, nonchalantly unbuttoning his cuffs and rolling up his 

shirt to reveal a section of his muscular forearm. The sight made Kiley’s heart race and her cheeks flush, 

even now, she was still filled with desire for Maxim. 

Au Vouchers 

For the past three years, she had not been involved with any other men in order to be with Maxim. 

However, no matter how she tempted, Maxim had never touched her. 

Maxim walked to the refrigerator and poured a glass of water. After taking a sip, he said indifferently, 

“Leave before my patience runs out.” 

“Maxim, why have you suddenly become so indifferent towards me? If it’s because of what happened at 

the hotel before, I can stop being your girlfriend. As long as I can be by your side and see you often, 

that’s enough for me.” 

Impatience flashed in Maxim’s eyes as he said coldly, “You don’t need to come here anymore, I won’t 

see you again.” 

“What?” 

A flash of shock and disbelief crossed Kiley’s eyes as she gritted her teeth and demanded, “Why?” 

“There was no reason, I just simply didn’t want to see your face anymore, I was fed up.” 

Her face turned pale instantly, biting her lower lip, “What about sister? Have you… stopped loving her?” 

No sooner had the words fallen than Maxim violently smashed the cup in his hand on the ground, the 

fragments instantly shattering into 

pieces. 

“Ah!” 

Kiley was startled, hastily stepping back a few paces, looking at him in 

terror. 

“Get out!” 

After Kiley left, Maxim couldn’t suppress his resentment. He took out his phone and dialed Rayan’s 

number. 

“Went to meet the President of the Cameron Group, for tonight!” 



At 7 p.m., a private restaurant owned by the Haseton family. 

Maxim and Sean sat facing each other, with Sean looking at him with a faint expression. 

“Mr. Yoder, what were you looking for me for?” 

“Mr. Cameron, I heard your daughter has been going on blind dates. recenfly?” 

Upon hearing this, Sean’s face changed and his voice turned cold, “What does Mr. Yoder mean by saying 

this?” 

“Did I qualify to be Ms. Cameron’s blind date?” 

Sean spat out his tea in disbelief, staring at Maxim. 

Had he gone mad? 

Chapter 676 

 “Mr. Yoder, what kind of joke were you making?” 

Sean knew most of what his daughter had encountered in Bridenville, including the entanglements 

between Briana Cameron and Maxim. Now that she had finally managed to forget the past, there was 

no way he would let them be together again. 

Maxim looked serious, and said word by word, “Mr. Cameron, I was not joking.” 

Sean put down the teacup, his expression becoming serious and solemn. 

“My daughter was spoiled and probably wouldn’t get along with Mr. Yoder.” 

Maxim’s eyes turned cold, was this a plan to reject him? 

“How could Mr. Cameron know it wouldn’t work out without even meeting me? If Mr. Cameron would 

arrange a blind date for me with Ms. Cameron, I could give up the project in Repulse Bay and hand it 

over to the Cameron family.” 

Sean’s gaze suddenly turned icy cold, “Mr. Yoder, I wouldn’t use my daughter to gain benefits. I think 

what Mr. Yoder needs is a family that can exchange affection for benefits. You’ve got the wrong 

person!” 

After speaking, Sean stood up and left directly. 

Even when he got back home, his face still looked incredibly awful. 

Seeing him like this, Gemma couldn’t help but ask, “What’s wrong 

with you? Does anyone dare to make you angry in Haseton?” 

Sean spoke irritably, “I met with Maxim tonight.” 

Upon hearing this, Gemma quickly glanced at the staircase, and upon finding that Briana Cameron was 

not there, she hurriedly pulled him into the room. 
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“Why on earth were you bringing up Maxim at home?! Briana had a hard time forgetting the past, I 

don’t want her to remember it again.” 

Sean frowned, “I know, Maxim found me today, asking me to set him up on a blind date with Briana. I 

guess it won’t be long before Briana’s matter is exposed.” 

Gemma pursed her lips, her face full of seriousness, “I didn’t expect the Yoder Group to grow so fast 

either. Three years ago, we sent Briana abroad to study, just to keep her away from Maxim. Now, it’s 

impossible to send her away for another three years. They are bound to meet sooner or later.” 

Sean fell silent for a moment, then said coldly, “No matter what, I won’t let him hurt Briana again, nor 

will I agree to them being together again!” 

Gemma sighed, “I still remember how desperate Briana was three years ago. It took a lot of effort to 

make her forget Maxim. Now she’s happy, and that’s enough. I don’t want her to continue to be 

entangled with Maxim.” 

“But judging by Maxim’s expression, it was clear that he had already guessed that Briana was his ex- 

wife, and it was likely that he wouldn’t give up easily.” 

Gemma snorted coldly, her voice tinged with anger, “So what if he doesn’t give up easily?! Is the 

Cameron family supposed to be afraid of him?! He’s not worthy of Briana at all, all I want is for Briana to 

live a 

with you? Does anyone dare to make you angry in Haseton?” 

Sean spoke irritably, “I met with Maxim tonight.” 

Upon hearing this, Gemma quickly glanced at the staircase, and upon finding that Briana Cameron was 

not there, she hurriedly pulled him into the room. 

“Why on earth were you bringing up Maxim at home?! Briana had a hard time forgetting the past, I 

don’t want her to remember it again.” 

Sean frowned, “I know, Maxim found me today, asking me to set him up on a blind date with Briana. I 

guess it won’t be long before Briana’s matter is exposed.” 

Gemma pursed her lips, her face full of seriousness, “I didn’t expect the Yoder Group to grow so fast 

either. Three years ago, we sent Briana abroad to study, just to keep her away from Maxim. Now, it’s 

impossible to send her away for another three years. They are bound to meet sooner or later.” 

Sean fell silent for a moment, then said coldly, “No matter what, I won’t let him hurt Briana again, nor 

will I agree to them being together- again!” 

Gemma sighed, “I still remember how desperate Briana was three years ago. It took a lot of effort to 

make her forget Maxim. Now she’s happy, and that’s enough. I don’t want her to continue to be 

entangled with Maxim.” 

“But judging by Maxim’s expression, it was clear that he had already guessed that Briana was his ex- 

wife, and it was likely that he wouldn’t give-up easily.” 



Gemma snorted coldly, her voice tinged with anger, “So what if he doesn’t give up easily?! Is the 

Cameron family supposed to be afraid of him?! He’s not worthy of Briana at all, all I want is for Briana to 

live a 

peaceful and happy life, without any more turmoil!” 

“Alright, let’s take this one step at a time. I’m going to the study to handle some documents, you go to 

sleep first.” 

After Sean left, Gemma thought for a while and still felt uneasy. She immediately called her best friend, 

asking her to bring over some photos of young talents. It didn’t matter if their conditions were a bit 

worse, the most important thing was that they had good character. 

After the bestie’s tutoring session, Gemma finally felt much more at 

ease. 

As long as she was with another man before Maxim found Briana Cameron, she didn’t believe Maxim 

would dare to forcibly take her away then! 

Early the next morning, as Briana Cameron was just about to leave for work, she saw two tall, burly 

bodyguards in black standing in her living room. 

A flicker of confusion passed through her eyes, “Mom, are you going 

out?” 

Before, when Gemma went out shopping, it seemed like she never made such a big fuss, right? 

Chapter 677 

Gemma waved to her, beckoning Briana Cameron to her side, and slowly said, “Briana, I’m not at ease 

with you going to work, so I’ve arranged for two bodyguards to protect you. These two are the best 

from the Dragon Group, one is named Cheney, the other is Elvis. They are brothers and will be 

responsible for your safety from now on.” 

Surprise filled Briana Cameron’s eyes as she flatly refused, “Mom, there’s no need. I’m just going to 

work, not doing anything dangerous. The members of Dragon Group are worth ten ordinary people, it 

would be a waste to use them to protect me. Besides, I’m capable of protecting myself.” 

As soon as these words were spoken, a hint of surprise flashed in the eyes of Cheney and Elvis. 

Apparently, they didn’t expect Briana Cameron to be so understanding. At first, they thought they were 

going to protect a delicate young lady who would treat them like servants, which they were very 

reluctant to do. 

“No, it’s not acceptable. You’re a girl, commuting such a long distance every day. If someone in the 

company bullies you, we can’t rush over immediately. I’d feel much better if we assign two people to 

stay by your side.” 
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Briana Cameron looked helpless, “Mom, it’s really not necessary. Besides, if I go to work with two 

bodyguards, those who know will say I’m going to work, those who don’t know might say something 

else. Anyway, I don’t want these two bodyguards!” 

After speaking, Briana Cameron turned around and left directly. 

Her father and brothers didn’t have personal protection from the Dragon Group, so she certainly didn’t 

need it. 

Gemma glanced at Cheney and Elvis, who were standing still, and said indifferently, “What are you still 

doing here? From now on, Briana is the one you swear to protect. As for returning to Dragon Group, you 

don’t have to think about it. The moment you left Dragon Group, you were no longer members of 

Dragon Group.” 

Hearing this, the gazes of the two dimmed. Cheney was silent for a few seconds before he couldn’t help 

but say, “Madam, we want to go on missions, even if it means sacrificing ourselves. But we don’t want 

to follow the young lady around all day doing nothing.” 

Gemma sneered, “Do you think you’re safe and sound just by staying by Briana’s side? From today 

onwards, there will be all sorts of dangers around her, no less dangerous than the missions you 

undertake. If you’re unwilling to protect her, just leave.” 

Cheney wanted to speak again, but was pulled by Elvis who was next to him. 

“Madam, we will surely protect the young lady, even if it means sacrificing our own lives!” 

Being dragged out of the Cameron family mansion by Elvis, Cheney finally burst out angrily, “Why didn’t 

you let me speak just now?! I’ve suffered for over a decade, not to spend my days as a maid to a young 

lady!” 

“If you had continued speaking just now, the lady would have really driven us away. The only way now is 

to stay close to the young lady and wait for a chance to reapply to Dragon Group in the future.” 

Dissatisfaction and resentment filled Cheney’s eyes, “I’d rather live a life amidst gunfire every day than 

follow this young lady around so stiflingly.” 

Elvis gave a bitter smile, “Who isn’t? But do we have a choice now? 

Let’s go…” 

Briana Cameron had no idea that Gemma had asked Cheney and Elvis to continue protecting her, and 

she drove straight to Graceful Attire. 

The HR manager personally handled her onboarding and led her to the office, smiling and saying, “Ms. 

Cameron, the young master said you didn’t want to draw too much attention, so I didn’t let anyone 

know that you are from the Cameron family. I hope Ms. Cameron won’t be upset.” 

Briana Cameron nodded and said with a smile, “Thank you, Manager Wang, this is quite good. My 

brothers also started as company employees. I don’t want to be noticed by others just because I am a 

member of the Cameron family. I would rather my colleagues pay attention to my work.” 



Watching Briana Cameron’s poised demeanor, the HR manager held her in even higher regard in his 

heart. 

“Alright, Ms. Cameron, if there’s anything, you can come to my office at any time.” 

Briana Cameron was somewhat helpless, “Manager Wang can just call me Ms. Cameron in the future.” 

“Alright.” 

After Manager Wang left, Briana Cameron began to familiarize herself with the work. Since she had just 

joined the company and they hadn’t had time to assign her an assistant yet, she had to handle many 

things herself. 

However, what she didn’t know was that her tour of the company led by Manager Wang had already 

sparked a discussion in the design. department. 

“Did you see the new designer who started today? Manager Wang personally took her around the 

company for her onboarding, even took her to the office. She couldn’t possibly be a parachuted hire, 

could 

she?!” 

Chapter 678 

 “I don’t know, but I just heard Manager Wang call her Ms. Cameron. She couldn’t be from the Cameron 

family, could she?” 

“Impossible! If they were from the Cameron family, how could they possibly work in such a small 

company!” 

People were talking about Briana Cameron, many of them complimenting her beauty. Katherine 

overheard a few comments even after she finished her meeting with the design department manager. 

She called her assistant Joanne into the office, “Go find out who they are discussing outside.” 

Not long after, Joanne had returned. 

“Katherine, they were discussing the new designer in the design department. Apparently, her last name 

is Cameron, Briana Cameron. They were speculating if she might be from the Cameron family.” 

Katherine sneered, “The Cameron family? It’s just a mere surname. Go warn them to do their work 

properly and not to chat about these irrelevant things during work hours.” 

Seeing that Joanne looked unwell, she didn’t dare to repeat what her colleagues had said about Briana 

Cameron being much more beautiful than Katherine, and she turned and left. 

Katherine picked up a document from the table, a glint of coldness flashing in her eyes. 

The annual company interior design competition was just around the corner, she absolutely couldn’t 

give other designers a chance to take 

advantage. She decided to use the contract from the Laurier Group to test her mettle! 
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Thinking of this, Katherine immediately got up to find the design department manager, Elliot Murphy, 

which also provided a chance for 

them to meet. 

Almost everyone in the design department knew that Katherine had a thing for Elliot. So, despite Elliot’s 

charm and gentlemanly demeanor, no one in the department dared to covet him. After all, Katherine 

was the young lady of the Marsh family. If she was upset, not to mention. work, whether one could 

continue to get by in Haseton was a question. 

Katherine walked to the door of Elliot’s office with the documents in hand. As soon as she knocked and 

entered, she saw a slender woman with big wavy hair sitting with her back to her at Elliot’s desk. 

She tightened her grip on the file, a premonition in her heart, this woman was the new designer who 

had just arrived. 

“Ms. Marsh, what was the matter?” 

Elliot’s voice was gentle, but his gaze at Katherine was incredibly calm. Anyone with discerning eyes 

could tell that he had no feelings for Katherine, but Katherine refused to give up. 

Collecting herself, Katherine walked in with a smile. 

“Mr. Murphy, I came over to deliver some documents to you. This must be the new designer, right? I’ve 

been wanting to meet her, and I didn’t expect to run into her so coincidentally.” 

No sooner had the words fallen than the woman sitting in the chair turned around, a smile playing at the 

corners of her mouth as she looked at her, “Hello, Ms. Marsh.” 

“You……” 

Katherine’s steps abruptly halted, almost causing her to fall in shock. It was that bitch, Kiley! 

“Kiley, how did you end up here?!” 

Briana Cameron raised an eyebrow, her eyes full of confusion, “Ms. Marsh, my surname is Cameron, my 

name is Briana Cameron, this should be our first meeting, have you mistaken me for someone else?” 

Katherine gritted her teeth, coldly saying, “How could I possibly be mistaken?! You are clearly Kiley, 

what is your purpose for coming here, is it to take revenge on me?!” 

“Did Ms. Marsh do something to upset others? Why did you feel that someone wanted to retaliate 

against you?” 

“You!” 

Unexpectedly, Briana Cameron was so sharp-tongued, Katherine had to turn to Elliot, “Mr. Murphy, this 

woman is Kiley, the girlfriend of the Yoder Group’s president. I don’t know how she managed to get a 

fake identity to enter our company, but such a person must not be allowed to stay, otherwise, she might 

leak the company’s secrets to the Yoder Group!” 

Before Elliot had even spoken, Briana Cameron couldn’t help but burst out laughing. 



Seeing the mockery in her eyes, Katherine instantly became as angry as a cat whose tail had been 

stepped on, and snapped, “What are you laughing at?” 

“What you said was funny, couldn’t I even laugh?” 

“How ridiculous is that? You’re just a spy! Trying to steal the company’s design plans!” 

Briana Cameron’s smile deepened a bit more, she said unhurriedly, “If I remember correctly, the Yoder 

Group’s clothing industry has already become the second largest in Haseton, with no competitors other 

than the Cameron Group. If this company is under the Cameron Group, I would admit if you said I came 

to steal the company’s design. Would you steal a design from a company that is inferior to your design 

company?” 

Moreover, she didn’t even know the president of the Yoder Group. Katherine repeatedly thought she 

resembled the president’s girlfriend, and she had already started to wonder what that woman actually 

looked like. 

“Stop making excuses, you were definitely here to steal the design plans!” 

Chapter 679 

 “Enough!” 

Elliot looked at Katherine with a dissatisfied expression, saying coldly, “Ms. Marsh, I have something to 

discuss with Ms. Cameron. You should leave first!” 

Katherine looked incredulous and hurt, “You don’t believe me?” 

Elliot’s face was expressionless, “Ms. Cameron was hired through a formal recruitment process, I don’t 

want to hear such boring slander anymore!” 

Katherine clutched the document tightly, the sharp edges cutting into her palm, causing a raw pain. Yet, 

it was nothing compared to the pain that was radiating from her heart. 

She had worked with Elliot for so many years, she originally thought that even if Elliot didn’t like her, he 

still considered her a friend. Unexpectedly, he was now rudely treating her for a newly arrived designer. 

Briana Cameron, was it?! 

She remembered! 

“Elliot, don’t regret!” 

Katherine stormed out, slamming the office door behind her. 

Elliot frowned, a flash of displeasure in his eyes. 

“Ms. Cameron, I’m sorry, Ms. Marsh just has a bit of a temper. You’ll 

see that she’s not a bad person once you get to know her.” 

Briana Cameron smiled without saying a word. 

Was the nature not bad? 
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She saw that he was rotten to the core, she hadn’t forgotten how he had pushed her onto Ryan’s knife 

point before! 

She just didn’t expect that Katherine was actually the designer of Graceful Attire. 

“By the way, there has been a batch of orders recently. Ms. Marsh might not be able to complete them 

within the deadline by herself. How about you go and assist her?” 

Briana Cameron pursed her lips, slowly saying, “Mr. Murphy, I don’t like working with people who dislike 

me. If possible, could we split that order in half? Ms. Marsh and I could each take responsibility for one 

part, without interfering with each other. What do you think?” 

Elliot nodded, “Alright, I’ll discuss it with Ms. Marsh later.” 

“Um, if there’s nothing else, I’ll go back first.” 

“Good.” 

After Briana Cameron left, Elliot first dealt with some work for a while, not until it was nearing noon did 

he ask his assistant to call Katherine over. 

Katherine was clearly still angry, her face still held a look of fury as she walked into Elliot’s office. 

“Mr. Murphy still remembers me? I thought Mr. Murphy only had that new Ms. Cameron in his mind?!” 

Elliot ignored her sarcastic tone, and said indifferently, “Give half of the Ayesa Group project you’re 

handling to Briana Cameron.” 

Katherine’s face stiffened, about to refuse, when she suddenly remembered that Briana Cameron didn’t 

even have an assistant now. If she gave her half, she definitely wouldn’t be able to finish. 

“Alright, I’ll go back immediately and have my assistant distribute them, and send Briana Cameron’s 

portion.” 

“Well, you and Ms. Cameron will be colleagues in the future. You’ll see each other often, so it’s 

important to maintain a good relationship to improve work efficiency.” 

Katherine snorted, “No need for Mr. Murphy to teach, I’m well aware of these social graces.” 

Just looking at Briana Cameron’s face, she couldn’t feign any friendliness. 

And the thing she did last time, she absolutely couldn’t let anyone know. Since Briana Cameron 

pretended not to know, if she dared to mention that thing in the future, she could completely say that 

the other party was slandering her! 

Soon, Joanne had delivered the orders sorted out for Katherine to Briana Cameron. 

When the other party took the document, Joanne said with a smile, “Ms. Cameron, the deadline for this 

order is the twenty-ninth of the month.” 

Chapter 680 

Briana Cameron nodded, “I understand, thank you.” 
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Upon learning that Briana Cameron had taken over the job she had delegated, a cold smirk appeared at 

the corner of Katherine’s mouth. 

“She surely wouldn’t be able to complete it, and by then, it would be the perfect excuse to kick her out 

of Graceful Attire.” 

Joanne bit her lower lip, saying somewhat guiltily, “Katherine, the deadline was clearly the 20th, lying to 

Ms. Cameron that it’s the 29th, if we get caught…” 

Before he could finish speaking, Katherine coldly interrupted him, “Enough, stop talking nonsense, I 

won’t let anything happen to you. Just keep your mouth shut. Later, just say that Briana Cameron 

misheard. It won’t affect you in any way.” 

“But…” 

“Nothing is impossible! Have you finished your work for today? Have you organized those design drafts I 

asked you to?” 

With a helpless look on her face, Joanne turned around and left. 

Only when the office door closed, did a cold smile creep up the corner of Katherine’s mouth. 

If it really came to that point, she would just push Joanne out and let her get lost with Briana Cameron. 

After all, this assistant had always been dilly-dallying, she had been wanting to replace her for a while. 

On the other side, Briana Cameron was looking at the documents, 

realizing that Katherine had given her all the more difficult parts. A hint of mockery flashed in her eyes. 

While pondering on how to draw the design diagram, the phone on the desk suddenly rang. 

Just as she opened it, she saw that Michael had sent a message inviting her to have dinner together that 

night. 

She was now in the same company as Katherine, able to take revenge directly. She no longer needed to 

deal with Michael and outright rejected him, continuing to conceive design drawings. 

Briana was highly efficient. By the time she finished work in the evening, she had completed over a 

dozen design drawings, which was almost one-third of the workload. 

She happened to be free recently, so she planned to finish the design first, and then learn about the past 

designs of Graceful Attire. 

Initially, she chose Graceful Attire because it was her second brother’s friend’s company, which had 

good development potential. Under her second brother’s recommendation, Briana Cameron had a 

rough understanding and decided to join the company. 

It was the perfect time to take advantage of the lull to gain a better understanding, which would make 

future work more efficient and manageable. 

The Yoder Group’s branch office in Haseton. 

In the president’s office, Rayan hurriedly walked in with a file bag, his face full of extreme excitement. 



“Mr. Yoder, the private detective took a side profile picture of Ms. Cameron, she looks a lot like Ms. 

Schneider!” 
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At first, he didn’t dare to believe what Maxim had said, but now he thought that perhaps Briana really 

hadn’t died. 

“Give it to me!” 

Maxim took the document bag and opened it. The moment he saw the photos inside, his gaze instantly 

turned icy cold. 

This person must have been Briana! 

So, three years ago, she didn’t die, she was just taken away by the Cameron family. 

But why didn’t she go back to find him? Was she still angry? 

Recalling what Isaac had said, that he had lied to Briana about choosing to save Kiley, Maxim’s heart 

suddenly tightened. Perhaps it was because of this that she was disappointed in him. 

As long as the misunderstanding was clarified, they would definitely be able to get back together. 

“Find out where she is right now! I need to meet her!” 

“Alright, Mr. Yoder.” 

Rayan quickly found out that Briana Cameron had joined Graceful Attire and informed Maxim. Unable to 

wait, Maxim immediately went to the building of Graceful Attire. 

Not long after five o’clock, Briana Cameron had walked out of the Graceful Attire hall. 

After seeing her face, Rayan couldn’t help but exclaim, “It’s Ms. Schneider, she’s really alive!” 

The moment he started speaking, Maxim had already pushed open the 

car door and was quickly walking towards Briana Cameron. 

Briana Cameron had just stepped out of the company’s main door when she was suddenly stopped by a 

tall figure. 

She furrowed her brows and looked up, only to be met with a handsome face. His features were the 

most perfect she had ever seen on a man, even her four brothers would probably not hold a candle to 

him in terms of attractiveness. 

 


